
Mr. mersard Fensterwald 	 12/15/76 

1707 I St. r- AV 10th floor 

Vesti4ton, D.O. 20006 

Deer Mud, 

Odd calm:ideas* that you shma/iilarto  me about 4onsales the same day I thought 

sit writing yea about what I believed you shoal& knew. 

As Jim has probably told you I believe Menials' as chairman would be a disaster. 

Tea may have forgotten but we discussed this when you and Pettis were here about 

two mouths ago. views now ore even stronger, beard en poem:same. 

I'd have written you earlier only some tendon troubl with the right are for several 

weeks was inhibiting. 

Wheal net with Brews and others on 1Q/20 ono, when 	 ems twilled to the 

phone I salmi Mink for copies of what Downing presented to the 	 semmittes , in. 

eluding the Zobly stuff. link got real uptigtt. ae has not done it. I need nothing 

like this ill east to cleliberDomming, which I demist. think Dooming ass had. I 

wanted to know more about it and of course I would like this for archival purposes. 

If lusted to belabor Downing I noel no more then one of the thim00 I mollailhomemonitomed  

to you if you had phoned, his puff for the Warner reprint of Morrow's iretehed fake. 

Werner is distributing that widely. A reporter sent me a poor copy.  Morrow's lommenharts 

are acre than enough if one wants to go after Downing. Obviously 1  have net. 

This is a public record. There ought be no prebles providing it. I comet afford to 

psy the Mee eommittee for it and ought net have to think of this with all the free 

time Iles gives Downing and *Lot and the committee. I killed two days herealene with 

and 	 and west imtrambington to see theist their request when I loge hardly 

over the pneumonia and pleurisy, was met able to drive it myself. 

Having it for other than historical purposes miens nothing to me. its distal does. 

I'd also appreciate to ansoipte of the committee's public proceedings until the new 

session. These always public records. In the 1111011 it was wry responsibility to make 

these available to writers end I know of no *hands in Congressional policy. In this 

ease I think there is a better reason for this request being honored,  gave them 14 

'mammies of timurecripts Omer promptly represented to the committee *ems from the prosecutor. 

They were not to lice  anything frame to any other, Partkaular17  not to Nava  They 
ma001 mothing would get out of their offices. I am sure lea *oaten will tell you that 
these did. As of now I still do not have one env  originals. They replaced it with a 
mirror. For my purposes that is fine but far their keeping of their weed? 

If you ears about keeping these people straight, about protecting against the inevitable'  

&tie**, plisse wrongs this. It Should be no problem for Downing and he should have aces -
M• on whom  he can cell when he may think he heehaw bullshitted, as he has bees. Again 
it is obvious have no interest 	going public on this or I would. I have had dimmormasi.  

gents. have not gone public with them. Abere you have not been responsiblem, as in these 

meenn" AM certain you were not, I belialeit also serves your interest. will read whatever 

I  meant as soon as I receive it, mark it up and be prepared to ;newer questions. Ion 

should be aware that I could have asked liTTO for time. I have not and do not intend to. I 

don't west to speeder time that sir. On the other hand I did arrange for a mational Public 
Radio response to NFIles the day I saw the doctor shout my 112216 They have not yet aired it. 

From this what I do not intend should be clear enough. The only reason I can think of $er 
soma of theme people not wasting me to have transcripts is their certainty of what is in 

them that should net be. That should interest Dawning and yomarem the news accounts I 

can give you enough specifies. 

I will be glad to do as 'mash. I salmi Uglily that it net appear that took the 

initiative. I should have asked that if this is wanted it be scheduled for as early in 



the day as is convenient for O'Neill. I an not driving that distanoe. I'll have a rids 

that will got me  in N.C. by or before 800. When I take the bus i
t has me at the station 

at 800. Almost always now 4  have the ride. It this is early I can be available to 

others...who might want to talk to me or if there are sane for other work. I do not go 

there very often any more. to of now I do not plan to go to my next hearts( the afternoon 

of Op the next time after Friday I have anything scheduled. 

Moms amsoliolted budget *ivies if this leftmost you or Downing. Sprague told me he 

to use  NM*  and  SOUPOMOng  polygraphs not as prime *vide
o°e but to test Musty. 

with rufr.of.the mill crook' but not ix this field. 'topknot people who could 

defeat these devices regularly If they have to oompromise, whether or not Sprague likes 

it this is a prime scarifies. fell got slobbered an this if be usea..theme gadgets 

anyway, regardless of his prior experience. I con to it right mew- old would I love 

to he really beeptedf II:elude O'Toole, who has been canned on his owl device. Reporters 

have sent me tapes of him in person certifying perjorems as honest people. On this subject
. 

Again I think it should be obvious that if I wanted to make stinks with this kind 

of stuff I'd have done it or in any event would not be telling you about it. If I will not
 

run from any I would prefer to avoid all that can be avoided. To me Oeaaales and his 

gang osnnot be avoided. 

If what you have in mind does notI ea* 4v  you some ether ideas. A. I told 

yet:when you were here we are on the same beam an. this. 

If you want to talk tome about this and if it reaches you. in time I will be in 
Washington on Friday with a flexible schedule *titer ii &A. I'm going in for the post. 

phlebitis regular checkup and to be measured for new venous supports. The second appoint.* 

sent is around the oorner from you on 18th St. at 1000. Maybe I'll ,west utopia on ay 

way to 4.1mie, in ease. 

If you are busy or Are not in I wont to caution you again about how others can 

interpret some of what has happened and bold you responsible. Including flipped.out 

jimmy and his new racist lawyer. Apparently he hates you whether or not he and you ha
ve 

ever met. 

Sincerely, 



Js, HR only, 	 12/14/76 

Strange ironies, strange coincidences, strage perspectives in the best of pos-
sible worlds - for some. 

'Jim saw Bud this afternoon. He phoned me at Bud's request to be John Alden. Chnoklig 
all the way to the bank, if there is to be a mikkkx walk. 

The coincidence has two parts, one Bud's supposed friendship with Downing, the other 
that Downine still has a short while to redeem himself or in years to come to live 
with himself. With all the insanitiv I cangt escape it, it was on my mind this morning, 
and I did write Bud hoping that he might get out of his own head long enough to see 
straight. I did this while awaiting the mail. it was not as late as usual for the Imo 
season so i did not cot to mail the letter. 

So what is this big thing that Bud weft pidk up his pen phone and ask me about? 
Would I be willing to speak to spelt/ to Tip O'Neill? 

About now disasterous it would be for ‘ionzalee tp be the chairman of the new 
committee in the coming session. 

Of course, I said, if I do not have to invite myself in. 
Bud must be desperate about Gonzalez . Impotent. Detached from all reason to think 

tbat Ithe Speaker would be content to ask but one question on such a subject. 	that if 
asked - assuming I waited to be asked -the questioning would be restricted to but one 
question when the largest single appropriation for a committee in the histray of the 
peeress also will be in the Speaker's mind. 

Why did he not ask ma himself? 

Well, he thought it might be easier if Jim did it. Still chuckling with all chins. 
I do not think it will happen. I think there will come a rational moment when Bud 

realizes that the odds are I will not have to volunteer anything, will be asked. On the 
other band, he may have that much hate and care about as nothing else. 

There was not a thing in the message to me except Ronzalez. A good question but 
for one of decent concern hardly all. 

There is already a stink about the spending of $150Q000 in so short 4 period of 
time, also what I wrote Bud about. With nothing to show for it. I do mean nothing in the 
sense of worse than nothing. Except a few vacations, family visits, PSE and xerox 
rentals and the like.They have be so diligent in wasting they are going to be without 
money for the payroll before the and of the session and then there will be a period 
before which any appropriation can be enacted - after the committee's life is renewed, 
assuming that. Grasshoppers! And for what? 

I did talk to .uardner briefly todayge had to go up there for a press conference. 
Rather late in the day for one. Not that the news was worth evening TV but too late for 
if it were it. They have selected two subirdinate ref inveetttators, in the sense of 
investiVators, not lawyers pretending to be. Guess what - both black. Butter in blacks. 
Sprague tolf Jim and me that he would avoid the FBI types but would seek out retired cuty 
cops. In black that spells Tom. Not Sam Seam Spade. almost certainly Seam. Frightfml, 
but the immobilising of the black members. paces they tumble. 

George appears not to be aware of it but I told him that these people had no idea bow 
to be l'ongressional investiggtors and would waste more than a good, definitve beginning 
would require in nothingness. There must have been a subliminal effect or an editorial 
directive. Today I asked him what they have to show for it. Be came up with nothing. 
Meebe he'll follow that up. I did tell him to get the transcript of their one public 
:: ex  ansior et, was out of town then. If he did not see a story I would show his one. I do t pact this but I did offer and I can produce. Pir whatever good that would do O'Neill, he invites, or the Ppst it ttprints. In a letter I received todey it was spelled "weard." if. 



(biet Air 
Mr. Bernard Pensterwald 
	

12/14/76 

1707 11 St., NW, 10th floor 
Wash., D.C. 20006 

Dear Bud, 

For the ma= part my advice, even when sought, has been =voltam*. Almost always 

I am publicly silent about it. Not such more often do I discuss it in private with other 

than friends. 4e-tiding Lezdner's this morning's story while I await today's mail is 

certainly a reminder - I did ant pate, I was right and, naturally, this was end is 

unwelcome and will create greater dislike of as and ag advice and my record fora pretty 
fair degree of accuracy in approach and forecast. 

I do not think that there is mot theme of anything now happening that can save 
your friend Downing from himself and his friends and the utter irrationality of it all. 

Certainly I am taking no initiate tat de this. I've wasted too much time on the weird 
mixture of nuts and diainformationists. If yam have not been UV., after the last of a 

series of incidents the seriousness of which I did underestimate I wrote Sprague I was 

having no more to do with any if them as long as he aad Cheerer* an the staff or any of 

this has a ything to do with Lens. I did and de wean it. The one exception I do not 

expect tat I also did forecast it when I was asked, testimony,. Thado not lad it. Now 

they *snot stand it. 

The 	of these people old enough to have body hair are like ,lust foaled jeakmases. 

They are 	 ineept where their records suggest the more sinister, entirely lost, 

totally inceapetad in running en larestigatina and is insensitive to the needs of 411 
survival as a determined effort would amount fey. ills the first caution I gave Drape. 
It Rick could not do,  better than what I have seen, not only what ;ardner reports, than 

what is he for except sucking an the 'Olio teat' 

I do not know all but I =ow more than most because =chooses beak to me and I see 

some. If there is a single trap they aide-stepped it is act known to we. If there is a 
dingle wremg.etep they could make on their own initiatiee and not mho I do not know of 
it. If they have a branch for creating stupidities it is their one offecieney and success. 

I.tweisli own weye of asking, sgr own readings quite separately from what 4  know others 

could be expected to say and 'Mate. Ostia/20 I urged Spree* and the others with 	I 

met separately to check thingg out with me and my files instead of being the victims of 
their own lam lac of knowledge. Not  ono* has anyone of them and they have done the incredible. 

like Sprague spending his time talking to a Richard lent was of supposed fact, something 

he never discussed with me. 'or that matter not one of thee has spoken to was of JR. Well, 
it happens that 4.30 applicant me there them. he was aghast. be pheeed me. I got my file 

art and read it to him. It myrtle= prevented lads' employment but this is away for than 
to spend time? And on the Sprague level? 

From your experience, once theywant for thoplantednonmetPr7 about  the  "02i** fikbi 
bugging, they did the right thing to send unprepared staff on a holiday trip there ism. 
nediatale Or even to call Phillips in without having the slightest notion what to ask 
Dia about? They cant use subpoenas to havei etneseee appear and save staff time or use it 
to Xim prepare for questioning? Planes don'

. 
 t fly both wale? 

Them are relative:Wainer. I have no desire to talk about the mere *grime ones now. 
I do tell you they are very serious. Regardless of what !allows what the correct approach 

was and that this approach was not it are clear. Nobody will learn from this, especially 
not if they are continued. with this handling of money it will not likely be at the scale 
requested- and should not be. It is, for examples  insane to spend all they project on the 

dubious PSEs and polygraphs. If they need thee* deviate they have no reason to =1st. 

Why all the big brains could net see this in advancer - or heed it when they had it 

spelled out with what nor appears to be considerable precision 20 months ago at WM - is 
not a problem for me. I teat dompete with those of sick ego and baser motivation when they 
have nothing else to do and I do. I'm sorry if Downing is your friend. Sincerely, 


